
Wholesale Channel Letters

SIGN

We make your brand stand out in the crowd.

Channel Letter Signs
Trimless Channel Letter Signs
Epoxy Channel Letter Signs
3D Printing Signs (3D Plexi Signs)
Marquee Signs (Bulb Signs)
Metal Channel Letter Signs

Metal Channel Letter Signs
Create a dramatic halo lighting effect with reverse Metal Channel Letters. Our Metal Channel letters are 
ideal when you’re looking for letters with a greater depth. We insert high-quality, low-voltage LED modules 
inside our fabricated Metal letters and provide a Lexan backer. The letters are floated off the wall with 
spacers and the results are breathtaking, both indoors and outdoors. With so many styles to choose from 
including halo lit and open channels with exposed neon, we can create the exact look that best delivers 
your brand to the target audience.

Design

We are a wholesale channel letter company based in Toronto, Canada
At Sign House Inc., we make quality channel letters and we assure our customers that their signage will stand out in the crowd.

Wholesale Channel Letters

CSA equivalent

CSA equivalent

We make your brand stand out in the crowd.

Taking your concept and turning it into a visually stunning reality 
is our job. We use the latest technology and highest

quality products to create custom signs for your clients.

We understand that your time is valuable, and make it a priority to 
respond to all quotes within 1 business day.

With our NEW and improved true WHITE UV-coated Polycarbonate, 
you can be confident that your sign face will not changed colour.
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Channel Letter Signs
Illuminated channel letters are one of the most common and popular types of signs for retail spaces. 
They are highly visible, helping a business or storefront to stand out even at a distance. Using combinations 
of light sources and Vinyl Films, almost any colour can be achieved.
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Yellow
Black
Blue
Custom Color

Green
Orange
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3”
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5”

Trimless Channel Letter Signs
We are very proud to present our newest product, the trimless channel letter.  The thin bezels around the 
acrylic face maximizes the illuminated area and creates a fresh, clean look.  

3D Printing Signs
3D Plexi Signs can be fabricated to any shape without the restrictions of conventional 
channel signs. The variety of colours in combination with LED lighting and unparalleled 
precision will offer the most modern looking signs around.

Marquee Signs (Bulb Signs)
Marquee letter or Bulb Channel Letters are Aluminium side returns with retro style turbo lights.
These custom open-faced channel letters with bulb illumination are sure to catch the attention of 
everyone nearby.
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1.25”
Trim Size

Unparalleled Accuracy and Precision
Modern look will impress even up close
Illuminated Letter with LED from 2” to 24” Tall
100% Eco-Friendly Material with Very Stable Printing Quality

Variety of Colors
Ability to Create Exquisite Details     


